YOU COULD WIN: dinner or brunch for 2 at Banfi’s; an hour of relaxation on the rooftop patio of Day Hall; lunch for 4 with Ithaca Mayor Svante Myrick at the William Henry Miller Inn; a foodie experience for 15 with the Cornell Dining Culinary team; a flag flown over the US Capitol by a Representative or Senator; wine tasting with a Cornell viticulturist; a behind-the-scenes tour of the Johnson Museum, the Cornell Orchards, the Synchrotron, Geneva Experiment Station, Bluegrass Lane, the Lake Source Cooling plant, the combined heat and power plant, or the Museum of the Earth; a tour of the library’s Rare Vault to see the Gettysburg Address, Shakespeare’s first folios, EB White’s manuscript for Charlotte’s Web, and other treasures; gift baskets from the Cornell Store, the Dairy Bar, the Cornell Orchards, or the Lab of O; Cornell Cinema movie passes; a 4-month recreation Wellness Program membership; homemade dinner, dessert, and a bottle of wine for 2 delivered to your office ready to heat and enjoy; a portrait sitting and 8x10 print from University Photography; original artwork by Marcia Eames-Sheavly; a historical campus tour for 15; jewelry; a hard copy book of Black Beauty; and much more including the opportunity to contribute to Cornell students addressing local hunger and health!